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Abstract

This paper deals with optimization problems on rotagraphs and fasciagraphs. These graphs are

repetitive structures that generalize grids and toroidal grids, respectively. We develop a theoretical

framework and get efficient generic dynamic programming algorithms for a wide class of combinatorial

problems which is precisely defined. We also provide two types of problems that can be solved for all

fasciagraphs or rotagraphs based on the same structure, by computing only a finite number of powers

of a matrix. This class of problems include in particular many classical optimization problems that

are NP-complete in general. Our results unify in a single framework many results of the literature, in

particular on the topic of domination in grids.

1 Introduction

Fasciagraphs and rotagraphs of length n are graphs constituted by a structure which repeats itself
n times along a path or a cycle. Hence these graphs generalize grids and toroidal grids, respectively.
Our goal, in this paper, is to study combinatorial problems that are difficult in general, for which
there exist efficient algorithms when restricted to fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. In order to do so,
we describe a wide class of graph properties for which it is sufficient to address the problem on a
small part of this repetitive structure to compute a solution on the entire fasciagraph or rotagraph.
In a previous paper [3], we addressed decision problems on fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. These

correspond to the case where there are only two possible values, and one of these is returned if
and only if the problem has a ”yes” answer for the corresponding graph. The present paper deals
with general optimization problems, and therefore extends the theoretical framework developed
in [3]. We show that, under certain conditions, one can efficiently solve any ”local” combinatorial
optimization problem on fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. Our argument is based on a generic dynamic
programming algorithm, which takes advantage of the regular structure of these graphs to derive
pseudo-periodic formulas. In this sense, our results extend and improve those of Klavžar and Vesel
[13], who developed a theoretical framework which is more restrictive than and included in ours.
We can also see our results as an generalization of the so-called ”power method”, described and
developed in [18] to address domination problems, or of the distance-related invariants described
in [11].
Many results of the literature dealing with dominating sets in grid-like structures rely on dynamic

programming ([1], [14],[15] , [17], [18], [19], [21]). These results have been adapted for other
combinatorial problems in ([4], [7], [9], [10], [12], [13], [20]). The framework developed in this paper
provides a general argument proving that a large class of optimization problems can be efficiently
solved by dynamic programming when restricted to fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. We moreover
provide an explicit generic algorithm that can solve these problems. Hence, our results unify all
the above-mentioned papers, in the sense that the fact that dynamic programming is efficient for
each of these problems is a simple consequence of our results.

In Section 2 we provide the definitions that we use in the sequel, in particular those of the classes
of fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. In Section 3 we recall the definition of a pseudo-local property
that was given in [3] and introduce the notion of modular weight function. These definitions are
important since the combinatorial problems that we are able to address are those corresponding
to pseudo-local properties together with modular weight functions. Sections 4 and 5 are then
dedicated to the case of rotagraphs, which is the easiest to describe thanks to the cyclicity of the
structure (recall that rotagraphs generalize toroidal grids). These sections contain the main ideas
and results of the paper. The case of fasciagraphs is very similar to the one of rotagraphs, but
requires some additional technical details. This case is indeed a little bit more complicated to
describe, in particular due to the ”side effect” that we have to deal with (recall that fasciagraphs
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generalize grids). Hence this case has been addressed separately in Sections 6 to 8. The conclusion
is then in Section 9.

2 Definitions

We provide here the definitions that we need in this paper.

2.1 Graphs, paths and circuits

A mixed graph M is a triple (V,E,A) in which V is a set of vertices, E is a set of 2-elements
subsets of V called edges and A is a subset of couples of elements of V called arcs. We denote an
edge {u, v} by uv or vu (see Figure 1).
Given a mixed graph M , the sets of vertices, edges and arcs of M will be denoted respectively

by V (M), E(M) and A(M).
A directed graph is a mixed graph G = (V,E,A) where E = ∅. We denote this graph by

~G = (V,A).
An undirected graph is a mixed graph G = (V,E,A) where A = ∅. We denote this graph

by G = (V,E). In the following, the word ”graph” will refer to an undirected graph, unless other
specification.
A k-path of a graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of vertices v1, ..., vk+1 such that vivi+1 ∈ E for all

i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

A directed k-path of a directed graph ~G = (V,A) is a sequence of vertices v1, ..., vk+1 such that
(vi, vi+1) ∈ A for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

A directed k-circuit (or k-circuit if there is no ambiguity) of a directed graph ~G = (V,A) is a
sequence of vertices v1, ..., vk, v1 such that (vi, vi+1) ∈ A for all i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}, and (vk, v1) ∈ A.

a b
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g

Figure 1: Example of a mixed graph M .

2.2 Fasciagraphs and rotagraphs

A fasciagraph is made up of a sequence of n copies of the same undirected graph, each copy being
connected to the next one according to a fixed scheme.

More precisely, given a mixed graph M = (V,E,A) and an integer n ≥ 2 :

The fasciagraph based on M of size n, denoted ψn(M), is the undirected graph defined in
the following way (see Figure 2):

• V (ψn(M)) =
⋃n

i=1 Vi where Vi = {vi|v ∈ V } for i ∈ {1, ..., n},

• E(ψn(M)) =
⋃n

i=1Ei ∪
⋃n−1

j=1 Aj where Ei = {uivi|uv ∈ E} for i ∈ {1, ..., n} and Aj =

{ujvj+1|(u, v) ∈ A} for j ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}.
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The subgraph Mi = (Vi, Ei) of ψn(M) (i ∈ {1, ..., n}), which is isomorphic to the graph (V,E),
is called the i-th fiber of ψn(M).

A graph F is a fasciagraph if there exists an integer n ≥ 2 and a mixed graph M such that
F = ψn(M). We denote by F the set of fasciagraphs and by Fk the set of fasciagraphs of size k
(for an integer k ≥ 1).

Remark 1. Fasciagraphs generalize grids. Indeed, the graph associated to a grid of size p × q is
isomorphic to the fasciagraph ψq(M) where M = (V,E,A) with V = {v1, ..., vp}, E = {vivi+1|i ∈
{1, ..., p− 1}}, and A = {(vi, vi)|i ∈ {1, ..., p}}.

a2 a3a1 b2 b3b1

c2 c3c1

d2 d3d1
e2 e3e1

f2 f3f1

g2 g3g1

Figure 2: The fasciagraph ψ3(M) for the mixed graph M of Figure 1.

Given a mixed graph M = (V,E,A), and an integer n ≥ 2, the rotagraph based on M
of size n, denoted ωn(M), is the undirected graph defined in the following way (see Figure
3): V (ωn(M)) = V (ψn(M)) and E(ωn(M)) = E(ψn(M)) ∪ {unv1|(u, v) ∈ A}. The subgraph

Mi = (Vi, Ei) of ωn(M) ( i ∈ {1, ..., n} ) is isomorphic to the graph (V,E); it is called the i-th
fiber of ωn(M). In the following, we will consider that the fibers of a rotagraph are arranged in
a cyclic order. Thus, for a rotagraph ωn(M), Mi = M1+((i−1) mod n) for any integer i ≥ 1.

Remark 2. Given a mixed graph M = (V,E,A) and an integer n, the rotagraph ωn(M) is iso-
morphic to the graph obtained by adding to ψn(M) a set of edges from the last fiber to the first one
according to the scheme defined by A. Notice also that the subgraph induced by k < n consecutive
fibers of ωn(M) is a fasciagraph ψk(M).

A graph R is a rotagraph if there exists an integer n ≥ 2 and a mixed graph M such that
R = ωn(M).

We denote by R the set of rotagraphs and by Rk the set of rotagraphs of size k (for an integer
k ≥ 1).
Each time we will consider a fasciagraph ψn(M) or a rotagraph ωn(M),M and n will be assumed

to be respectively a mixed graph and an integer greater or equal to 2.

a2 a3a1 b2 b3b1

c2 c3c1

d2 d3d1
e2 e3e1

f2 f3f1

g2 g3g1

Figure 3: The rotagraph ω3(M) for the mixed graph M of Figure 1.
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3 Properties of graphs

The following notions have been introduced in [3], and have been inspired from [13], we give them
again hereafter.

Given a graph G = (V,E), we define q-labelings as follows: a q-labeling of G is a function
f : V ∪ E → {1, ..., q}, a q-labeling of the vertices of G is a function f : V → {1, ..., q}, a
q-labeling of the edges of G is a function f : E → {1, ..., q}.

For any set G of graphs, we denote by Lq(G) the set of q-labelings of graphs in G. If G contains
only one graph G, then we will write Lq(G) instead of Lq({G}).

Let P be a property of graphs in G. We will say that P is a q-property if there exists a property
P ′ on q-labelings of graphs in G such that, for every graph G ∈ G :
G has the property P if and only if there exists a q-labeling of G satisfying the property P ′ and

there is a bijection between certificates of P and q-labelings of G satisfying P ′.

Then we will say that P ′ is the characteristic property associated to P .

In the rest of the paper, the q-properties that we use, will be given directly as their characteristic
properties.

Given a q-property P of a set G of graphs, we denote by P(G) the set of q-labelings of graphs in
G satisfying the characteristic property of P. If G contains only one graph G, then we will write
P(G) instead of P({G}). Thus, a graph G has the q-property P if and only if P(G) 6= ∅.

Examples

• The property of graphs ”to be k-colorable”: a graph G is said to be k-colorable if its vertices
can be colored using at most k colors avoiding adjacency between vertices of the same color.
We notice that this property is a k-property. Indeed, it corresponds to a k-labeling of the
vertices of G such that no two adjacent vertices are labeled the same.

• The property of graphs ”to contain a dominating set”: a graph G = (V,E) has a domi-
nating set if there exists W ⊆ V such that every vertex out of W has at least one neighbor
in W . We notice that this property, denoted by D, is a 2-property. Indeed it is characterized
by 2-labelings of the vertices of G satisfying the following property D′: each vertex labeled 0
has at least one neighbor labeled 1. The dominating set is constituted by the set of vertices
labeled 1. We will use property D as an example throughout this paper. Notice that, contrar-
ily to the previous example, every graph has at least one dominating set (its set of vertices).
The difficulty is to find a dominating set with a minimum number of vertices.

• The property of fasciagraphs ”to have a total q-coloring bounded by b” (for some integers
q and b): a fasciagraph ψn(M) has a total q-coloring bounded by b if there exists a q-labeling
of the vertices and edges of ψn(M) such that:

– for each edge, the labels of the edge and its extremities are all distinct,

– for each fiber, the sum of the labels of its vertices is less than or equal to b.

Remark 3. The two first examples above are properties of graphs, whereas the third one is a
property of fasciagraphs since it uses the notion of fiber.
We also notice that for the two first examples, there are no constraints for the labels on the edges.

For that kind of q-properties, Lq(G) could be restricted to be the set of q-labelings of the vertices of
G.
Similarly for q-properties characterized by q-labelings of edges, one could restrict Lq(G) to be the

set of q-labelings of the edges of G.
All the results below are still valid with these alternative definitions of Lq(G).

Let f be a q-labeling of a fasciagraph ψn(M), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − i + 1, the (i, k)-
partial q-labeling of f , denotedfi,k, is the restriction of f on the subgraph induced by the k
consecutive fibers Mi,Mi+1, ..., Mi+k−1. So fi,k ∈ Lq(ψk(M)).
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Let f be a q-labeling of a rotagraph ωn(M), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the (i, k)-partial
q-labeling of f , denoted fi,k, is the restriction of f to the subgraph induced by the k consecutive
fibers Mi,Mi+1, ..., Mi+k−1. So fi,k ∈ Lq(ψk(M)).

Given f ∈ Lq(ψn(M)) and g ∈ Lq(ψn′(M)) such that fn−d+1,d = g1,d for some integers d ≥ 1
and n, n′ ≥ d, the result of the d-concatenation of f and g, denoted f ⊲d g, is the q-labeling
h ∈ Lq(ψn+n′−d(M)) such that h1,n = f and hn+1,n′−d = gd+1,n′−d. (see Figure 4)

f g

n

n′

d

Figure 4: Scheme of f ⊲d g on two q-labelings f ∈ ψn(M) and g ∈ ψn′(M)

Given f ∈ Lq(ψn+d(M)) (n ≥ d) such that f1,d = fn+1,d, the circular d-closure of f , denoted
⋄d(f), is the q-labeling g ∈ Lq(ωn(M)) of the rotagraph obtained by identifying the vertices
and edges of the fasciagraphs constituted by the d first and d last fibers of ωn(M) (these are by
hypothesis labeled the same by f). So g1,n−1 = f1,n−1 and gn−1,3 = fn−1,3 (see Figure 5).

In [13] Klavžar and Vesel define the notions of heredity and d-locality of q-properties of rotagraphs
and fasciagraphs. These notions exclude several classical properties. In order to cover a wide range
of problems, including in particular, perfect domination, identifying codes, (2,1)-labelings, etc., we
define a different notion of locality: the pseudo-d-locality we have introduced in [3]. In the next
chapter we will focus on properties of rotagraphs.

f

⋄d(f)

Figure 5: Scheme of f ∈ Lq(ψn+d(M)) such that f1,d = fn+1,d and of ⋄d(f) ∈ Lq(ωn(M))

4 Optimization problems on rotagraphs satisfying pseudo-d-local

q-properties

4.1 Pseudo-d-locality on rotagraphs

A q-property P of rotagraphs is said to be pseudo-d-local (for an integer d ≥ 2) if there exists
a q-property P loc on q-labelings of fasciagraphs of size d, such that for every q-labeling f of a
rotagraph ωn(M) (n ≥ d+ 1) the following holds:

f ∈ P(ωn(M)) ⇔ fi,d ∈ P loc(ψd(M)) for every i ∈ {1, ..., n}

.

We will extend the property P loc to q-labelings of fasciagraphs of size greater than d
as follows: a q-labeling f of ψn(M) (n > d) is said to satisfy P loc if fi,d ∈ P loc(ψd(M)) for every
i ∈ {1, ..., n− d+ 1}.
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Notice that the d-concatenation of q-labelings of fasciagraphs satisfying P loc satisfies P loc and that
the circular d-closure of q-labelings of fasciagraphs satisfying P loc satisfies P.

Example Let us consider the 2-property D of domination defined in the previous paragraph.
This property is a pseudo-3-local 2-property of rotagraphs. Indeed, let us define the 2-property
Dloc as follows: a 2-labeling of a fasciagraph of size 3 satisfies Dloc if every vertex in the middle
fiber which is labeled 0 has at least one neighbor which is labeled 1. In other words, vertices labeled
1 by a 2-labeling of a rotagraph of size at least 4 correspond to a dominating set if and only if in
any three consecutive fibers the vertices labeled 1 dominate the vertices in the middle fiber. The
”if” is true because any vertex of a rotagraph is in the middle fiber of a set of three consecutive
fibers and the ”only if” comes from the fact that a neighbor of a vertex is in the same fiber or in
the previous or in the next.

In [3] we have presented an algorithm which, given a mixed graph M and a pseudo-d-local
q-property P of rotagraphs, computes, in a constant number of elementary operations, a closed
formula as a boolean function τ on N. This boolean function is such that, for any integer n,
τ(n) = 1 if and only if there exists f in P(ωn(M)), thereby resolving the case of decision problem
”Does the rotagraph ωn(M) satisfy P ?”. A similar result was obtained for fasciagraphs.
In this paper, we consider optimization problems. In this more complicated case, each q-labeling
in P(R) has a weight whose value belongs to a totally ordered set; the goal is to find the ”best”
possible value of a q-labeling in P(ωn(M)), that is either the maximum, or the minimum weight of
a q-labeling in P(ωn(M)). By substituting the order on the set of weights by its converse, we may
assume that we are only looking for q-labelings of minimum weight.

4.2 Modular optimization problems on rotagraphs

The weight functions for which we know how to efficiently solve the problem have some special
properties.

If E is a set together with a totally order ≤ then there exists an internal binary operation Min
on E such that Min(a, b) =Min(b, a) = a if and only if a ≤ b, ∀a, b ∈ E.

A totally ordered set E, with an internal binary operation ⊗, is said to be a (Min,⊗)-algebra
if it has the following properties :

• ⊗ is an associative binary operation on E,

• ⊗ is distributive overMin, that is a⊗[Min(b, c)] =Min((a⊗ b), (a⊗ c)) and [Min(b, c)]⊗a =
Min((b⊗ a), (c⊗ a)), ∀a, b, c ∈ E.

Given a pseudo d-local property P of rotagraphs, a weight function w from P(R) into the totally
ordered set E is said d-modular if there exists an internal binary operation ⊗ on E such that E
is a (Min,⊗)-algebra and an local weight function wloc, from q-labelings in P loc(Fd+1) into E,
such that for every f in P(ωn(M)), n > d: w(f) = wloc(f1,d+1)⊗ wloc(f2,d+1)⊗ ...⊗ wloc(fn,d+1).

Seeing fi,d+1 as fi,d ⊲d−1 fi+1,d, the local weight wloc(fi,d+1) can be understood as the increase of
weight associated to the addition of the last fiber of fi,d+1 to fi,d.

Given a d-modular weight function w, we extend w to q-labelings in P loc(F) as follows:
w(f) = wloc(f1,d+1)⊗ wloc(f2,d+1)⊗ ...⊗ wloc(fn−d,d+1), for any f in P loc(ψn(M)) (n > d).

Example For the pseudo-3-local 2-property D of domination, defined previously, let us consider
the weight of a dominating set as its cardinality. So the weight w(f) of a 2-labeling f satisfying D
is the number of vertices labeled 1 by f .
Now, let wloc : Dloc(F4) → N be such that, for any g ∈ Dloc(ψ4(M)), wloc(g) = |{u|u ∈

V (M4) and g(u) = 1}|, that is wloc is the number of vertices labeled 1 by g in the 4th fiber.
Since the number of vertices in the dominating set is equal to the sum of the numbers of vertices
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of the dominating set in each fiber, we have w(f) =
∑n

i=1w
loc(fi,4) for any f ∈ D(Rn) (n ≥ 4).

Since N, together with its usual order, is a (Min,+)-algebra we get the 3-modularity of w.

For any integer d ≥ 2, a pseudo-d-local q-property of rotagraphs with an associated d-modular
weight function w will be called a (d, q, w)-r-property.

5 Algorithms for rotagraphs

We will tackle the following type of optimization problems: given a mixed graph M , a (d, q, w)-r-
property P, and an integer n > d, find the minimum weight of a q-labeling in P(ωn(M)).
We will first show that solving this type of optimization problems is the same as finding the

minimum length of an n-circuit in an associated directed graph.

5.1 The auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P , w)

Given a mixed graphM , and a (d, q, w)-r-property P with weights in (E,⊗), we define the directed

graph ~GR(M,P, w) (or ~G if there is no ambiguity) with a length function l from the set of

paths of ~G into E, as follows:

• the vertices of ~G are the q-labelings in P loc(ψd(M)),

• the arcs of ~G are the couples (u, v) of vertices of ~G (not necessarily distinct) such that u2,d−1 =
v1,d−1,

• the length of an arc (u, v) is l((u, v)) = wloc(u ⊲d−1 v),

• the length of an n-path P = u1, u2, ..., un+1 (n ≥ 1) is l(P ) = l((u1, u2)) ⊗ l((u2, u3)) ⊗ ... ⊗
l(un, un+1).

1

1

1

1

11

1

0

0

0 0
0

0

Figure 6: Example of an auxiliary graph ~G(M,D, w) for the (3, 2, w)-property D of domination on
the trivial mixed graph M = (V = {x}, E = ∅, A = {(x, x)}) for rotagraphs. Weights are indicated
on the arcs

.

In the rest of the paper, we will use the same letter to indicate a vertex of ~G and the q-labeling
that refers to it. We will then say ”the vertex u” and the ”q-labeling u”.

5.2 Circuits of the auxiliary graph

Here we show, for a (d, q, w)-r-property P, the connection between q-labelings in P loc(F) and paths

in ~G.
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Theorem 1. Let M be a mixed graph, and P be a (d, q, w)-r-property with weights in (E,⊗). For
an integer k > d, two q-labelings u, v of P loc(ψd(M)), and w∗ in E, the following proposition is
true:
There exists g in P loc(ψk+d(M)) of weight w(g) = w∗ such that g1,d = u, gn+1,d = v if and only

if there exists a directed k-path P of length l(P ) = w∗ from u to v in ~GR(M,P, w).

Proof. 1. Let us show first the ”if” direction. Let P = u1, ..., uk, uk+1 be a directed k-path in
~G such that u1 = u and uk+1 = v. By construction of ~G, the q-labelings u1, ..., uk+1 belong to
P loc(ψd(M)). Let g = u1 ⊲d−1 ... ⊲d−1 uk+1, so g is a q-labeling of ψk+d(M) such that g1,d = u

and gk+1,d = v. By definition, g is in P loc(ψk+d(M)), and w(g) = wloc(g1,d+1)⊗w
loc(g2,d+1)⊗

...⊗ wloc(gk,d+1) = l((u1, u2))⊗ l((u2, u3))⊗ ...⊗ l((uk, uk+1)) = l(P ).

2. Then let us show the ”only if” direction. Assume there exists g in P loc(ψk+d(M)) such
that g1,d = u and gk+1,d = v. By definition of P loc(ψk+d(M)), g is such that, for every

i ∈ {1, ..., k + 1}, gi,d ∈ P loc(ψd(M)), and so gi,d is a vertex of ~G and (gi,d, gi+1,d) ∈ A(~G)

for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} by definition of ~G. Thus P = g1,d, ..., gk,d, gk+1,d is a directed k-path

in ~G from u to v. In addition, l(P ) = l((g1,d, g2,d)) ⊗ l((g2,d, g3,d)) ⊗ ... ⊗ l((gk,d, gk+1,d)) =

wloc(g1,d+1)⊗ wloc(g2,d+1)⊗ ...⊗ wloc(gk,d+1) = w(g).

Corollary 1. Let M be a mixed graph, and P be a (d, q, w)-r-property with weights in E. For an
integer k > d, an element w∗ of E, and a q-labeling u of P loc(ψd(M)), the following proposition is
true:
There exists g in P(ωk(M)) of weight w(g) = w∗ such that g1,d = u if and only if there exists a

directed k-circuit of length w∗ containing u in ~GR(M,P, w).

Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists g in P loc(ψk+d(M)) such that g1,d = gk+1,d = u and w(g) = w∗

if and only if there exists a directed k-path of length w∗ from u to u in ~GR(M,P, w). A k-path from
u to u is a k-circuit containing u. So it is enough to show that there exists g′ in P(ωk(M)) such that
g′1,d = u and w(g′) = w∗ if and only if there exists g in P loc(ψk+d(M)) such that g1,d = gk+1,d = u.

For any such g, the circular d-closure of g, g′ = ⋄d(g) is a q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying w(g′) =
w(g). Since P is pseudo-d-local,we have g′ in P(ωk(M)).
Reciprocally, let g′ be in P(ωk(M)) such that g′1,d = u, then g = g′1,k−1 ⊲1 g

′
k−1,d+2 is clearly in

P loc(ψk+d(M)).

5.3 Computation of the minimum length of circuits of a directed graph

By Corollary 1, given a (d, q, w)-r-property P, finding the minimum weight of a q-labeling of a
rotagraph ωn(M) satisfying P is equivalent to finding the minimum length of an n-circuit in the

auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P, w). In this section, we remind a well-known method that allows to
compute, under certain conditions, for a given k, the minimum length of a directed k-circuit in a

directed graph ~G, by computing the k-th power, under a certain law of multiplication, of a matrix

associated to ~G (see for instance [6]). Two cases where it is enough to compute only a finite number
of powers of the matrix will be described. Notice that this section is independent from the others.

We will say that a directed graph ~G with a length function l from the set of directed paths of ~G
into a (Min,⊗)-algebra E is an l-graph based on (E,⊗) if for any k-path P = u1, u2, ..., uk+1,
we have l(P ) = l((u1, u2))⊗ l((u2, u3))⊗ ...⊗ l((uk, uk+1)).

Remark 4. The directed graph ~GR(M,P, w) associated to a mixed graph M and a (d, q, w)-r-
property P with weights in (E,⊗) is an l-graph based on (E,⊗). In particular the graph in Figure 6
is an l-graph based on (N,+).

Let ~G = (V,A) be an l-graph based on (E,⊗) with n vertices, u1, u2, ..., un. Let ∞ be a new
element (not in E) which is bigger than any element of E and absorbent for ⊗, that isMin(a,∞) =

a, and a⊗∞ = ∞⊗ a = ∞, ∀a ∈ E ∪ {∞}. The length matrix of ~G is the n× n matrix Π ~G
(or

Π if there is no ambiguity) such that
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Πi,j =

{
l((ui, uj)) if (ui, uj) ∈ A
∞ otherwise,

for i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.

For an integer n, a (Min,⊗)-algebra E and ∞ as in the previous definitions, we denote by Mn(E)
the set of n×n matrices with entries in E∪{∞}. So Mn(E) is the set of all possible length matrices
of an n vertices l-graph based on (E,⊗).

Given a matrix A ∈ Mn(E) and c ∈ E, we define the product of A and c, denoted A ⊗ c, as
the n× n matrix such that [A⊗ c]i,j = Ai,j ⊗ c for i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.

Property 2. (A⊗ c)⊗ d = A⊗ (c⊗ d) for every A ∈ Mn(E) and c, d ∈ E.

Given two elements A,B in Mn(E), we define the product of A and B, denoted A ⊗ B, as
the n× n matrix such that:

(A⊗B)i,j =Minnk=1(Ai,k ⊗Bk,j) for i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}

Notice that the product of matrices is associative. Given a matrix A ∈ Mn(E), the product
A⊗A⊗ ... ⊗A
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

is denoted by Ak.

Property 3. For two matrices A and B in Mn(E), and c in E, by the distributivity of ⊗ over
Min, we have (A⊗B)⊗ c = A⊗ (B ⊗ c).

The following property is well-known:

Theorem 4 (4.2 in [6]). Let Π be the length matrix of an l-graph ~G on n vertices u1, u2, ..., un,
then for any integer k ≥ 1 and for i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, we have:

(Πk)i,j =

{

the minimum length of a k-path from ui to uj in ~G, if there exists one,
∞ otherwise.

Corollary 2 (4.2 in [6]). Let ~G be an l-graph and k be an integer. There exists a k-circuit in ~G if
and only if there exists an entry in the diagonal of (Π ~G

)k which is not equal to ∞, and in that case,

the minimum length of a k-circuit in ~G is equal to the minimum entry in the diagonal of (Π ~G
)k.

By this corollary the existence and minimum length of a k-circuit in an l-graph ~G can be obtained

by computing the k-th power of the length matrix Π of ~G. We will present below two cases where,
by computing only a finite number of powers of Π, it is possible to provide the minimum length of
a k-circuit, if any, for any integer k.

5.3.1 Closed case

This first ”easy” case occurs when there exist two integers u < t such that Πu = Πt.

Lemma 5 (Periodic behavior). Let Π be a matrix in Mn(E). If there exist two integers u < t such
that Πt = Πu, then for p = t − u and any integer k ≥ t, we have Πk = Πu+r where r ≡ (k − u)[p]
(that is k = u+ qp+ r where q, r ∈ N and 0 ≤ r < p).
In other words, the sequence of the powers of Π has the following form: Π,Π2, ...,Πu−1, S, S, ..., S, ...

where S is the subsequence Πu,Πu+1, ...,Πu+p−1.

Proof. Assume there exist two integers u < t such that Πt = Πu and let p = t− u. We first prove
the following:

Πi+p = Πi, ∀i ≥ u (1)

We will prove (1) by induction on i. Since p = t − u and Πt is assumed to be equal to Πu, (1) is
true for i = u.

Let i > u and let us assume the induction hypothesis is true for i − 1, that is Πi−1+p = Πi−1.
We get the desired property for i by multiplying this equality by Π, and (1) holds.
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From (1), we have that Πi+qp = Πi for any integers q ≥ 0 and i ≥ u.

Now let k ≥ u, q =
⌊
k−u
p

⌋

and r ≡ (k− u)[p] with q, r in N and 0 ≤ r < p. We have k = u+ r+ qp

and so Πk = Πu+r+qp = Πu+r.

Now we give a characterization of matrices satisfying the condition of Lemma 5.

A matrix Π in Mn(E) is said to be closed if the set MΠ = {Πk|k ∈ N} has a finite number of
distinct elements.

Property 6. Let Π a matrix in Mn(E) : there exist two integers u < t such that Πt = Πu if and
only if Π is closed.

Proof. 1. Let us assume there exist two integers u < t such that Πt = Πu. Then, by Lemma 5,
MΠ = {Π,Π2, ...,Πt−1}, and thus, Π is closed.

2. Let us assume Π is closed, and let b = |MΠ|. Then, in the sequence Π,Π2, ...,Πb+1, there are
at least two equal elements.

Remark 5. Given a matrix Π in Mn(E), let EΠ = {(Πk)i,j |i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, k ∈ N}. The set MΠ

has a finite number of elements if and only if EΠ has a finite number of elements.

Example : Here are three examples where the closed case occurs for a matrix Π in Mn(E) :

• If E is a finite set. Then, by Remark 5 and the fact that EΠ ⊆ E ∪ {∞}, Π is obviously
closed. For example when E = {1}, ∞ = 0 (then 1 < 0 !) and ⊗ is the boolean operation of
conjunction ; then (Πk)i,j = 1 if and only if there exists a k-path from ui to uj in the graph.
In that case, EΠ ⊆ {0, 1}.

• If ⊗ is a selective operation, that is for any a, b ∈ E, a ⊗ b = a or b (for example when ⊗ is
Max or Min). Then EΠ = {Πi,j |1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}.

• If Π is the length matrix of an acyclic graph. In this case there is no path with more than
n− 1 arcs, and, for k ≥ n, coefficients of Πk are all equal to ∞. Then MΠ = {Π,Π2, ...,Πn},
and so, by Remark 5, Π is closed.

5.3.2 Stable case

This second case occurs when there exist two integers u < t and c in E such that Πt = Πu ⊗ c.

Lemma 7 (Pseudo-periodic behavior). Let Π a matrix in Mn(E). If there exist two integers u < t
and c ∈ E such that Πt = Πu⊗ c then, for p = t−u and any integer k ≥ t, we have Πk = Πu+r⊗ cq

where q =
⌊
k−u
p

⌋

and r ≡ (k − u)[p] (that is k = u+ qp+ r where q, r ∈ N and 0 ≤ r < p).

In other words, the sequence of the powers of Π has the following form: Π,Π2, ...,Πu−1, S0, S0 ⊗
c, S0 ⊗ c2, ..., S0 ⊗ ci, ... where S0 is the subsequence Πu,Πu+1, ...,Πt−1, and for j ≥ 1, S0 ⊗ cj =
Πu ⊗ cj ,Πu+1 ⊗ cj , ...,Πt−1 ⊗ cj.

Proof. Assume there exist two integers u < t and c in E such that Πt = Πu ⊗ c, and let p = t− u.
We first prove the following :

Πi+p = Πi ⊗ c, ∀i ≥ u (2)

We will prove (2) by induction on i. Since p = t− u and Πt is assumed to be equal to Πu ⊗ c, (2)
is true for i = u.

Let i > u and let us assume the induction hypothesis is true for i − 1, that is Πi−1+p = Πi−1 ⊗ c.
We get the desired property for i by multiplying this equality by Π: Πi+p = Π⊗ (Πi−1⊗c) = Πi⊗c
by Property 3, and so (2) holds.
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From (2), we have that Πi+qp = Πi ⊗ cq for any integers q ≥ 1 and i ≥ u.

Now let k ≥ u, q =
⌊
k−u
p

⌋

and r ≡ (k− u)[p] with q, r in N and 0 ≤ r < p. We have k = u+ qp+ r

and so Πk = Πu+r+qp = Πu+r ⊗ cq.

We will say that the (Min,⊗)-algebra E is abelian if

• ⊗ is commutative, that is a⊗ b = b⊗ a for every a, b in E,

• there exists an identity element e in E for ⊗, that is a⊗ e = a for every a in E,

• every a in E has an inverse denoted (−a) in E, that is a⊗ (−a) = e.

Property 8. As it is well-known, in an abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra E, the inverse is unique and, for
any a, b in E, −(a⊗ b) = (−a)⊗ (−b).

When the (Min,⊗)-algebra E is abelian we are able to characterize the length matrices which
verify the hypothesis of Lemma 7.

We need the following definitions:

Given an abelian (Min, ⊗)-algebra E, and a matrix Π ∈ Mn(E), we denote byminΠ the minimum
entry of Π and by transΠ the matrix Π′ ∈ Mn(E) such that Π′ = Π⊗ (−minΠ). So mintransΠ is
equal to the identity element e of (E,⊗).

A matrix Π in Mn(E)is said to be stable if E is an abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra and the set M′

Π=
{transΠk |k ∈ N} has a finite number of elements.

Theorem 9. Let E be an abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra and Π be a matrix in Mn(E). There exist two
integers u < t and c ∈ E such that Πt = Πu ⊗ c if and only if Π is stable.

Proof. 1. Let us assume there exist two integers u < t and c ∈ E, such that Πt = Πu ⊗ c. Then

for all k ≥ t, by Lemma 7, we have Πk = Πu+r⊗cq where q =
⌊
k−u
p

⌋

, (k−u) ≡ r[p], p = t−u,

and 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 1.

So, transΠk = Πk ⊗ (−minΠk) = (Πu+r ⊗ cq) ⊗ (−minΠu+r⊗cq). By distributivity of ⊗ over
Min, we have minΠu+r⊗cq = minΠu+r ⊗ cq. Then

transΠk = (Πu+r ⊗ cq)⊗ (−(minΠu+r ⊗ cq))

= (Πu+r ⊗ cq)⊗ (−minΠu+r)⊗ (−cq) (by Property 8)

= Πu+r ⊗ (−minΠu+r)⊗ cq ⊗ (−cq) (by commutativity and Property 2)

= transΠu+r

Then, since 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 1, and p = t− u, we have M′
Π = {transΠ1 , transΠ2 , ..., transΠt−1}.

2. Let us assume Π is stable, and let b = |M′
Π|. Then, in the sequence transΠ1 , transΠ2 , ..., transΠb+1 ,

there are two equal elements.

Let transΠt be the first duplicated element of this sequence : then for all distinct integers
k, l less than t we have transΠk 6= transΠl and there exists an integer u ≤ t − 1 such that
transΠu = transΠt . So Πt = transΠt⊗minΠt = transΠu⊗minΠt = (Πu⊗(−minΠu))⊗minΠt .
Then for c = (−minΠu)⊗minΠt , we have Πt = Πu ⊗ c.

Remark 6. Given a matrix Π in Mn(E) where E is an abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra, let E
′
Π =

{(transΠk)i,j |i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, k ∈ N} and let E”Π = {(Πk)i,j − (Πk)i′,j′ |i, j, i
′, j′ ∈ {1, ..., n}, k ∈ N}.

The following three conditions are equivalent and characteristic of a stable matrix Π :

• M′
Π has a finite number of elements,
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• E
′
Π has a finite number of elements,

• E”Π has a finite number of elements.

So the stable case occurs if Π is the length matrix of an l-graph, with lengths in an abelian (Min,⊗)-
algebra, such that the ”differences” between the lengths of two paths with the same number of arcs
can have only a finite number of values. This is not true in general. We will see in Section 5.4.3
an example of l-graphs with stable length matrices.

5.4 The algorithms

Let us return now to our initial problem. Let P be a (d, q, w)-r-property, M be a mixed graph,
k > d be an integer. From what precedes we know how to decide if there exists a q-labeling of
ωk(M) satisfying P and then compute the minimum weight of such a labeling, provided we can

compute the length matrix of the auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P, w).
In order to be able to construct this matrix the following conditions are essential:

Checkability condition: A (d, q, w)-r-property P is called checkable if there exists a procedure
which decides in finite time if a q-labeling f of ψd(M) belongs to P loc(ψd(M)).

Example: The (3, 2, w)-r-property D of domination is checkable. Indeed, given a 2-labeling f
of a fasciagraph ψ3(M), it is enough to check if every vertex in the middle fiber, which is not
labeled 1, has a neighbor labeled 1, to decide if f is in Dloc(ψ3(M)).

Calculability condition: A (d, q, w)-r-property P is called calculable if there exists a pro-
cedure which provides for any q-labeling f of P loc(ψd+1(M)) its weight wloc(f) in finite time.

Example: The (3, 2, w)-rproperty D of domination is calculable. Indeed, given a 2-labeling f
in Dloc(ψ4(M)), wloc(f) is just the sum of the labels given by f to the vertices in the 4th fiber.

Given a calculable and checkable (d, q, w)-r-property P and a mixed graph M , Algorithm Con-

struction ~GR (Figure 7) computes the length matrix Π of the auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P, w).

Algorithm Construction ~GR :
Step 1: Computation of the set ~V of vertices of ~G

Generate all q-labelings of ψd(M) and put in ~V all those which are checked to satisfy P loc ;

Step 2: Computation of the set ~A of arcs of ~G
For each couple (u, v) of elements of ~V put it in ~A if and only if u2,d−1 = v1,d−1 ;

Step 3: Computation of the length matrix Π of ~G

∀ui, uj ∈ ~V

{

if (ui, uj) /∈ ~A then set Πi,j := ∞
else compute wloc(ui ⊲d−1 uj) and set Πi,j := wloc(ui ⊲d−1 uj).

Figure 7: Algorithm Construction ~GR.

Then, for any k, either the smallest element in the diagonal of Πk is equal to ∞ and there is no
q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P, or it is equal to the minimum weight of such a labeling. As we
have seen in the previous chapter in some cases we may know Πk for any k by computing only a
finite number of powers of Π.

A (d, q, w)-r-property P is said to be closed if it is calculable, checkable and if, for any mixed

graph M , the length matrix Π of the auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P, w) is closed.
A (d, q, w)-r-property P is said to be stable if it is calculable, checkable and if, for any mixed

graph M , the length matrix Π of the auxiliary graph ~GR(M,P, w) is stable.
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5.4.1 Algorithms for a closed (d, q, w)-r-property

Given the length matrix Π of ~GR(M,P, w) associated to a closed (d, q, w)-r-property P and a mixed
graph M , Algorithm Equality Rotagraphs (Figure 8) computes the smallest u and t > u such that
Πt = Πu as well as all Πi for i ≤ t (u and t exist since P is assumed to be closed). It also computes
a vector T of size t− 1 and whose i-th component is the minimum value in the diagonal of Πi.

Algorithm Equality Rotagraphs :
Step 0: Initialization

Set i := 1 ;
Step 1: Computation of u, t, and the powers of Π until Πt

While Πi 6= Πj for 0 < j < i:
set Ti as the smallest value in the diagonal of Πi, compute Πi+1 ;
and set i := i+ 1 ;

For j < i such that Πi = Πj , set u := j and t := i.

Figure 8: Algorithm Equality Rotagraphs.

So, given a closed (d, q, w)-r-property P and a mixed graph M , by applying consecutively Al-

gorithms Construction ~GR and Equality Rotagraphs, we get u, t and the vector T which allow,
for any integer k > d, to compute by a single operation the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of
ωk(M) satisfying P, or to conclude that there is no such labeling: see Algorithm Closed Rotagraphs
(Figure 9).

Algorithm Closed Rotagraphs :
Step 1: Computation of the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P (if any)
If k < t then w∗

k := Tk, else w
∗
k := Tu+r for r ≡ (k − u) mod (t− u).

If w∗
k 6= ∞ then it is equal to the minimum weight of a q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P,

else there is no such labeling.

Figure 9: Algorithm Closed Rotagraphs.

As a consequence of Corolarries 1, 2 and of Lemma 5, we get the following :

Theorem 10. Given a mixed graph M , and a closed (d, q, w)-r-property P, Algorithms Construc-

tion ~GR and Equality Rotagraphs provide, in an execution time independent of k, the data (u, t,
T ) used by Algorithm Closed Rotagraphs to compute, for any integer k > d, in a constant number
of elementary operations, the minimum weight of a q-labeling in P(ωk(M)) or to decide that there
exists no such labeling.

5.4.2 Algorithms for a stable (d, q, w)-r-property

Given the length matrix Π associated to a stable (d, q, w)-r-property P with weights in an abelian
(Min,⊗)-algebra and a mixed graph M , Algorithm Translation Rotagraphs (Figure 10) computes
the smallest u and t > u such that Πt = Πu ⊗ c for some c ∈ E, as well as all Πi for i ≤ t (u, t and
c exist since P is assumed to be stable). It also computes a vector T of size t − 1 such that Ti is
equal to the smallest value in the diagonal of Πi.

So, given a stable (d, q, w)-r-property P and a mixed graph M , by applying consecutively Algo-

rithms Construction ~GR and the Translation Rotagraphs, we get u, t, c and the vector T which
allow, for any integer k > d, to compute by a single operation the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-
labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P, or to conclude that there is no such labeling: see Algorithm Stable
Rotagraphs (Figure 11).

As a consequence of Corolarries 1, 2 and of Lemma 7, we get the following
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Algorithm Translation Rotagraphs :
Step 0: Initialization

Set i := 1 ;
Step 1: Computation of u, t, and the powers of Π until Πt

While transΠi 6= transΠj for 0 < j < i :
set Ti as the smallest value in the diagonal of Πi; compute Πi+1 ;
and set i := i+ 1 ;

For j < i such that transΠi = transΠj , set u := j, t := i, c := minΠt ⊗ (−minΠu).

Figure 10: Algorithm Translation Rotagraphs.

Algorithm Stable Rotagraphs :
Step 1: Computation of the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P (if any)

If k < t then w∗
k := Tk, else w

∗
k := Tu+r ⊗ cq for r ≡ (k − u) mod (t− u) and q = k−u−r

t−u
.

If w∗
k 6= ∞ then it is equal to the minimum weight of a q-labeling of ωk(M) satisfying P,

else there is no such labeling.

Figure 11: Algorithm Stable Rotagraphs.

Theorem 11. Given a mixed graph M , and a stable (d, q, w)-r-property P with weights in an

abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra, Algorithms Construction ~GR and Translation Rotagraphs provide, in an
execution time independent of k, the data (u, t, c and T ) used by the algorithm Stable Rotagraphs
to compute, for any integer k > d, in a constant number of elementary operations, the minimum
weight of a q-labeling in P(ωk(M)) or to decide that there exists no such labeling.

5.4.3 Example of a stable (d, q, w)-r-property

Usually it is not true that the length matrix of an l-graph is stable. The case of a length matrix
associated to a (d, q, w)-r-property is a little bit different. Indeed, as noticed in Remark 6, a
(d, q, w)-r-property is stable if and only if, for any given mixed graph M , the difference between
the minimum weights of labelings in P loc(ψk(M)) (k ≥ d + 1) with prescribed labelings on the d
first and d last fibers can take only a finite number of values. For some properties this seems very
reasonable. We consider below the case of the domination property D that we have considered
throughout this paper. This property, and algorithms similar to ours, in the sense that they
compute powers of a matrix, has been investigated in [14], [15], [19], and [21]. For the algorithm in
[19], it is also shown that the matrix is stable. Notice that the algorithm in [19] (as well as the one
in [14] and in [20]) is correct only for fasciagraphs where no vertex has a neighbour in the previous
and in the next fiber. We provide here an alternate proof of this result of [19], using the framework
developped in the present paper and for all rotagraphs and fasciagraphs.

Theorem 12. The (3, 2, w)-r-property D is stable.

Proof. LetM be a mixed graph, ~G be the auxiliary graph associated toM and D, n be the number

of vertices of ~G and Π be the length matrix of ~G, as defined previously. The weights are integers,
so they are contained in Z which is an abelian (Min,+)-algebra.
Remind that :
- a 2-labeling of a fasciagraph on at least three fibers satisfies Dloc if each vertex in the middle

fibers (that is fibers others than the first and the last) contains a vertex labeled 1 in its closed
neighborhood
- the weight wloc of a 2-labeling in Dloc(ψ4(M)) is equal to the number of vertices labeled 1 in

the fourth fiber.

We will show that for any k ≥ 3 and any 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, either (transΠk)i,j = ∞, or 0 ≤
(transΠk)i,j ≤ 5|V (M)| thus proving that Π is stable (Remark 6). So let us consider i, j, k such

that (Πk)i,j 6= ∞, and let then f be a 2-labeling in Dloc(ψk+3(M)) starting with ui and ending
with uj .

By definition of ~G and Π, and by Theorem 4, minΠk is equal to the minimum number of vertices
labeled 1 in the fibers M4 to Mk+3 by a 2-labeling in Dloc(ψk+3(M)).
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If 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 there are at most five fibers from M4 to Mk+3 and no more than all of their vertices
can be labeled 1 by f . So, in that case, 0 ≤ (transΠk)i,j ≤ (Πk)i,j ≤ wloc(f) ≤ 5|V (M)|.
Assume now that k > 5. Let f∗ be a labeling in Dloc(ψk+3(M)) such that the number of vertices

labeled 1 in the fibers M4 to Mk+3 is equal to minΠk . (f∗ does exist since minΠk ≤ (transΠk)i,j 6=
∞, in fact since all graphs contain at least one dominating set, minΠk is never equal to ∞.) From
f∗ we may build f ij a labeling in Dloc(ψk+3(M)) starting with ui and ending with uj by replacing
the labels on the first and last three fibers respectively by ui and uj and labeling 1 all vertices

in the fourth and k-th fiber. More formally : f ij1,3 = ui, f
ij
4,1 labels all vertices of the fourth fiber

of ψk+3(M) with 1, f ij5,k−5 = f∗5,k−5, f
ij
k,1 labels all vertices of the k-th fiber of ψk+3(M) with 1,

f ijk+1,3 = uj .

By definition f ij1,3 and f ijk+1,3 are vertices of ~G and so they are in Dloc(ψ3(M)). Any 2-labeling of

ψ3(M) such that all the elements of the middle fiber are labeled 1 is in Dloc(ψ3(M)), so f ij3,3 and

f ijk−1,3 ∈ Dloc(ψ3(M)). Since f∗ ∈ Dloc(ψk+3(M)) we have f ijh,3 in Dloc(ψ3(M)) for 5 ≤ h ≤ k − 3.

Now, f ij2,3 and f
ij
k,3 are obtained respectively from f2,3 and fk,3 which are in Dloc(ψ3(M)) by possibly

changing some 0 labels to 1, so they are themselves in Dloc(ψ3(M)). The q-labelings f ij4,3 and f ijk−2,3

which are obtained similarly from f∗4,3 and f∗k−2,3 are also in Dloc(ψ3(M)).

So f ij is indeed a labeling in Dloc(ψk+3(M)) starting with ui and ending with uj and then

wloc(f ij) ≥ (Πk)i,j . Furthermore, on the fibers M4 to Mk+3, f
ij differs from f∗ on at most five

fibers. The number of vertices labeled 1 by f ij is at least (Πk)i,j and at most minΠk + 5|V (M)|.
So 0 ≤ (Πk)i,j −minΠk = (transΠk)i,j ≤ wloc(f ij)− wloc(f∗) ≤ 5|V (M)|.

6 Optimization problems on fasciagraphs satisfying pseudo-d-local

q-properties

In this section we present, for fasciagraphs, results similar to those developed for rotagraphs. Thus
q-properties we deal with in this chapter are q-properties of fasciagraphs.

6.1 Pseudo-d-locality on fasciagraphs

The notion of pseudo-d-locality for the case of q-properties of fasciagraphs is slightly more complex
than in the context of q-properties of rotagraphs since it is necessary to deal with ”side effects”.
We are redefining it as follows:

Definition 1 (Pseudo-d-locality for fasciagraphs). A q-property P of fasciagraphs is said to be
pseudo-d-local (for an integer d ≥ 2) if there exist three q-properties P1, P2 and P3 of fascia-
graphs of length d such that for every q-labeling f of a fasciagraph ψn(M) (n ≥ d):

f ∈ P(ψn(M)) ⇔







f1,d ∈ P1(ψd(M))
fi,d ∈ P2(ψd(M)) for every i ∈ {2, ..., n− d}
fn−d+1,d ∈ P3(ψd(M))

Remark 7. A pseudo-d-local q-property of fasciagraphs which is also a property of rotagraphs should
probably be a pseudo-d-local q-property of rotagraphs with an associated q-property P loc equal to P2.
We do not see how to prove this, it could even be possible to construct a counter-example, but this
seems true for all q-properties of graphs usually studied. Properties P1 and P3 are needed to deal
with side effects (see Figure 12).

To characterize q-labelings of fasciagraphs that could be partial q-labelings of a q-labeling in
P(F) we need to define a fourth kind of property.

A q-labeling f is in Ppart(ψn(M))(n ≥ d) ⇔







f1,d satisfies P1 or P2

fi,d satisfies P2 for every i ∈ {2, ..., n− d}
fn−d+1,d satisfies P2 or P3

.
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Figure 12: Representation of a pseudo-d-local q-property P.

Example The 2-property D of domination is pseudo-3-local for fasciagraphs. Indeed, we can
define D1, D2 and D3 as follows.

A 2-labeling of a fasciagraph of size 3 satisfies

- D1, if every vertex with label 0 which is in the first or in the middle fiber has at least one
neighbor which is labeled 1,
- D2, if every vertex in the middle fiber which is labeled 0 has at least one neighbor which is

labeled 1, (so D2 is the same as Dloc defined for rotagraphs)
- D3, if every vertex with label 0 which is in the middle or in the last fiber has at least one

neighbor which is labeled 1.
It is indeed easy to verify that a 2-labeling of a fasciagraph is such that the vertices labeled 1

form a dominating set if and only if the partial q-labelings on three consecutive fibers satisfy D1

for the three first, D3 for the three last and D2 for all the others.

6.2 Modular optimization problems on fasciagraphs

In the same way as for pseudo-d-local q-properties of rotagraphs, the weight functions for which we
know how to efficiently solve the optimization problem for fasciagraphs have the special property
that the weight can be computed from partial q-labelings.

Given a pseudo d-local property P of fasciagraphs, a weight function w, from q-labelings in P(F)
into a (Min,⊗)-algebra E, is said to be d-modular if there exists:

- an initial weight wini from P1(Fd) into E,
- an addition weight wpart from Ppart(Fd+1) into E,
such that for every f in P(ψn(M)), n ≥ d+ 1:

w(f) = wini(f1,d)⊗ wpart(f1,d+1)⊗ ...⊗ wpart(fn−d,d+1)

In the same way as described for q-properties of rotagraphs, the addition weight wpart can be
understood as the increase of weight associated to the addition of the last fiber of fi+1,d to fi,d for
any q-labeling f in Ppart(Fd+1), and w

ini is the weight associated to the q-labeling on the first d
fibers.

Example Let us consider again the pseudo-3-local 2-property D of fasciagraphs and the weight
of a dominating set as its cardinality. So the weight w(f) of a 2-labeling f of fasciagraph satisfying
D is the number of vertices labeled 1 by f .
This weight function is 3-modular. Indeed it takes value in the (Min,+)-algebra N, and we can

define :
- the initial weight wini which associates to any q-labeling f in D1(F3) the number of vertices

labeled 1 by f .
- the addition weight wpart which associates to any q-labeling f in Dpart(F4) the number of

vertices in the fourth fiber labeled 1 by f .

Since the number of vertices in the dominating set is equal to the sum of the numbers of vertices
of the dominating set in each fiber, we have, for any f ∈ D(Fn) (n ≥ 4), w(f) = wini(f1,3) +
∑n−3

i=1 w
part(fi,4). So w

ini, wpart and the usual addition on N provide the 3-modularity of w.

For any integer d ≥ 2, a pseudo-d-local q-property of fasciagraphs with an associated d-modular
weight function w will be called a (d, q, w)-f-property.
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7 Algorithms for fasciagraphs

Here, we will tackle the same type of optimization problems as in the previous section, but for
properties of fasciagraphs. In other words, given a mixed graph M , a (d, q, w)-f -property P, and
an integer k > d, find the minimum weight, in the totally ordered set E, of a q-labeling in P(ψk(M)).
Again, we will show that solving this type of optimization problems is the same as finding the

minimum weight of some path in an associated directed graph.

7.1 The auxiliary graph ~GF(M,Pq, w)

The construction of the directed graph ~GF (M,P, w) for (d, q, w)-properties of fasciagraphs is similar
to the one for rotagraphs, but a little more complicated. We have to add two vertices which do not
correspond to q-labelings and we need an identity element e in E for ⊗, but we can always assume
that this is the case (possibly by adding it).

Given a mixed graph M and a (d, q, w)-f -property P with weights in a (Min,⊗)-algebra E, we

define the l-graph ~GF(M,P, w) (or ~G if there is no ambiguity) as follows:

• the vertices of ~G are the q-labelings in P1(ψd(M)), P2(ψd(M)) and P3(ψd(M)) and two special
vertices s and p:

V (~G) = P1(ψd(M)) ∪ P2(ψd(M)) ∪ P3(ψd(M)) ∪ {s, p}

• the arcs of ~G are the couples (u, v) of vertices of ~G (not necessarily distinct) such that:

– u ∈ P i(ψd(M)) (i ∈ {1, 2}), v ∈ Pj(ψd(M)) (j ∈ {2, 3}) and u2,d−1 = v1,d−1,

– u = s and v ∈ P1(ψd(M)),

– u ∈ P3(ψd(M)) and v = p,

• the length of an arc (u, v) is

– l((u, v)) = wini(v) for u = s,

– l((u, v)) = wpart(u ⊲d−1 v) for u 6= s and v 6= p,

– l((u, v)) = e for v = p (e being the identity element of E for ⊗).

• the length of an n-path P = u1, u2, ..., un+1 is l(P ) = l((u1, u2))⊗l((u2, u3))⊗...⊗l((un, un+1)).

Remark 8. Notice that a same vertex can satisfy several properties among P1, P2 and P3 (see
Figure 13).

7.2 Directed paths of the auxiliary graph

Here we show, for a (d, q, w)-f -property P, the connection between q-labelings in P(F) and paths

from s to p in ~G.

Theorem 13. Let M be a mixed graph and P be a (d, q, w)-f -property. For any integer k ≥ d,
and any w∗ in E, the following proposition is true:
There exists g in P(ψk(M)) such that w(g) = w∗ if and only if there exists a directed (k−d+2)-

path of length w∗ from s to p in ~GF (M,P, w).

The proof of Theorem 13 is similar to the one of Theorem 1 and uses the fact that P is a
(d, q, w)-f -property.
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Figure 13: Example of the auxiliary graph ~GF (M,D, w) for the (3, 2, w)-property D of domination
for fasciagraphs on the trivial mixed graph M = (V = {x}, E = ∅, A = {(x, x)}). The properties
satisfied by the labelings as well as the weights are indicated.

7.3 Paths detection

By Theorem 13, given a (d, q, w)-f -property, finding the minimum weight of a q-labeling of a
fasciagraph ψk(M) satisfying P is equivalent to finding the minimum length of a (k − d+ 2)-path

from s to p in the auxiliary graph ~G(M,P, w).
In order to make feasible algorithms, the checkability and the calculability conditions are also

needed:

Checkability condition: A (d, q, w)-f -property P is called checkable if there exists a proce-
dure which decides in finite time if a q-labeling f of ψd(M) belongs to P1(M), P2(M), P3(M).

Calculability condition: A (d, q, w)-f -property P is called calculable if there exists a pro-
cedure which provides for any q-labeling f in P1(ψd(M)) its initial weight wini(f), and for any
q-labeling g in Ppart(ψd+1(M)) its addition weight wpart(g), in finite time.

Now, given a calculable and checkable (d, q, w)-f -property P and a mixed graph M an algo-
rithm similar to Algorithm Construction computes the length matrix Π of the auxiliary graph
~GF (M,P, w). We omit the description of this algorithm that we call Algorithm Construction
~GF .

Then, for any k, the minimum weight of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P can be obtained by
computing Πk−d+2 and looking at the entry of this matrix which is in the row corresponding to s
and in the column corresponding to p. From now on, we will assume that s (respectively p) is also
the number of the row (respectively of the column) of Π corresponding to the vertex s (respectively
p). Since we are interested only by the (s, p) entry of the matrix, it is enough to compute the s-th
row of powers of Π, and it will be explained below. Notice that it would also be enough to compute
the p-th column of the powers of Π. Given a row vector m ∈ E

n and a matrix A in Mn(E), we
denote bym⊗A the row vector m′ ∈ E

n such that m′
i =Minnj=1(mj ⊗Aj,i) for i ∈ {1, ..., n}. Let

us also denote by A(i) the i-th row of A. By definition we have that Ak(i) = Ak−1(i)⊗A.
Similarly to the case of rotagraphs we can then consider cases where it is enough to compute

a finite number of products of a vector by a matrix to be able to give the minimum weight of a
q-labeling in P(ψk(M)) for any integer k ≥ d.

7.4 Closed case

The first easy case occurs when there exist two integers u < t such that Πt(s) = Πu(s).
Given an integer i ≤ n, a matrix Π in Mn(E) is said to be i-closed if the set MΠ(i) = {Πk(i)|k ∈

N} has a finite number of distinct elements.

Remark 9. Notice that, given a matrix Π in Mn(E), if Π is closed then Π is i-closed for any i in
{1, ..., n}, since MΠ(i) ⊆ MΠ. The converse is not true.
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Theorem 14. Let Π be the length matrix of an l-graph on n vertices: for a given integer 1 ≤ i ≤ n
there exist two integers u < t such that Πt(i) = Πu(i) if and only if Π is i-closed.

We do not give the proof here since it is similar to the case of a closed matrix.

7.5 Stable case

This second case occurs when there exist two integers u < t and c ∈ E such that Πt(s) = Πu(s)⊗ c.
Given an abelian (Min, ⊗)-algebra E, and a row vector m ∈ E

n, we denote by minm the
minimum entry of m and by transm the row vector m′ ∈ E

n such that m′
i = mi ⊗ (−minm) (so

mintransm is equal to the identity element of (E,⊗)). Given an integer i ≤ n, a matrix Π in Mn(E)
is said to be i-stable if E is an abelian (Min, ⊗)-algebra and the set M′

Π(i) = {transΠk(i)|k ∈ N}

has a finite number of elements.

Remark 10. Notice that, given a matrix Π in Mn(E), if Π is stable then Π is i-stable for any i in
{1, ..., n} since M′

Π(i) ⊆ M′
Π.

Theorem 15. Let E be an abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra and Π be a matrix in Mn(E). For a given
integer 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exists two integers u < t and c in E such that Πt(i) = Πu(i)⊗ c if and only
if Π is i-stable.

We do not give the proof here since it is similar to the case of a stable matrix.

8 The algorithms

A (d, q, w)-f -property is said to be closed if it is calculable, checkable, and if the length matrix Π
of the auxiliary graph is s-closed.
A (d, q, w)-f -property is said to be stable if it is calculable, checkable, and if the length matrix

Π of the auxiliary graph is s-stable.

8.1 Algorithm for a closed (d, q, w)-f-property

Given the length matrix Π associated to a closed (d, q, w)-f -property P and a mixed graph M ,
Algorithm Equality Fasciagraph (Figure 14) computes the smallest u and t > u such that Πt(s) =
Πu(s) as well as all Πi(s) for i ≤ t (u and t exist since P is assumed to be closed). It also computes
a vector T of size t− 1 and whose i-th entry is the p-th entry of Πi(s).

Algorithm Equality Fasciagraph :
Step 0: Initialization

Set i := 1 ;
Step 1: Computation of u, t, and of the s-th row of the powers of Π until Πt(s)

While Πi(s) 6= Πj(s) for 0 < j < i:
set Ti as the value of the p-th component of Πi(s), compute Πi+1(s) := Πi(s)⊗Π ;
and set i := i+ 1 ;

For j < i such that Πi(s) = Πj(s), set u := j and t := i.

Figure 14: Algorithm Equality Fasciagraph.

Now, given a closed (d, q, w)-f -property P, a mixed graph M , u, t and the vector T provided
by Algorithm Equality Fasciagraph, we can compute, for any integer k ≥ d, by a single operation
the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P or to conclude that there is no such
labeling: see Algorithm Closed Fasciagraph (Figure 15).

As a consequence of Theorems 13, 4 and of Lemma 5, we get the following :

Theorem 16. Given a mixed graph M , and a closed (d, q, w)-f -property P, Algorithms Construc-

tion ~GF and Equality Fasciagraph provide, in an execution time independent of k, the data (u, t,
T ) used by Algorithm Closed Fasciagraphs to compute, for any integer k > d, in a constant number
of elementary operations, the minimum weight of a q-labeling in P(ψk(M)) or to decide that there
exists no such labeling.
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Algorithm Closed Fasciagraph :
Step 1: Computation of the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P (if any)
If k < t+ d− 2 then w∗

k := Tk−d+2, else w
∗
k := Tu+r for r ≡ (k − d+ 2− u) mod (t− u).

If w∗
k 6= ∞ then it is equal to the minimum weight of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P,

else there is no such labeling.

Figure 15: Algorithm Closed Fasciagraph.

8.2 Algorithm for a stable (d, q, w)-f-property

Given the length matrix Π associated to a stable (d, q, w)-f -property P with weights in an abelian
(Min,⊗)-algebra and a mixed graphM , Algorithm Translation Fasciagraphs (Figure 16) computes
the smallest u and t > u such that Πt(s) = Πu(s) ⊗ c for some c ∈ E as well as all Πi(s) for i ≤ t
(u and t exist since P is assumed to be stable). It also computes a vector T of size t− 1 such Ti is
equal to the p-th entry of Πi(s).

Algorithm Translation Fasciagraphs :
Step 0: Initialization

Set i := 1 ;
Step 1: Computation of u, t, and the s-row of powers of Π until Πt(s)

While transΠi(s) 6= transΠj(s) for 0 < j < i :

set Ti as the value in the p-th entry of Πi(s); compute Πi+1(s) := Πi(s)⊗Π ;
and set i := i+ 1 ;

For j < i such that transΠi(s) = transΠj(s), set u := j, t := i, c := minΠt(s) ⊗ (−minΠu(s)).

Figure 16: Algorithm Translation Fasciagraphs.

So, given a stable (d, q, w)-f -property P and a mixed graph M , by applying consecutively Algo-

rithms Construction ~GF and Translation Fasciagraphs, we get u, t, c and the vector T which allow,
for any integer k ≥ d, to compute by a single operation the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of
ψk(M) satisfying P or to conclude that there is no such labeling: see Algorithm Stable Fasciagraphs
(Figure 17).

Algorithm Stable Fasciagraphs :
Step 1: Computation of the minimum weight w∗

k of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P
If k < t+ d− 2 then w∗

k := Tk−d+2, else w
∗
k := Tu+r ⊗ cq for r ≡ (k− d+2− u) mod (t− u)

and q = k−d+2−u−r
t−u

.

If w∗
k 6= ∞ then it is equal to the minimum weight of a q-labeling of ψk(M) satisfying P,

else there is no such labeling.

Figure 17: Algorithm Stable Fasciagraphs.

As a consequence of Theorems 13, 4 and of Lemma 7, we get the following :

Theorem 17. Given a mixed graph M , and a stable (d, q, w)-f -property P with weights in an

abelian (Min,⊗)-algebra, Algorithms Construction ~GF and Translation Fasciagraphs provide, in
an execution time independent of k, the data (u, t, c, T ) used by Algorithm Stable Fasciagraphs
to compute, for any integer k ≥ d, in a constant number of elementary operations, the minimum
weight of a q-labeling in P(ωk(M)) or to decide that there exists no such labeling.

9 Conclusion

In this paper we extend the theoretical framework developed in [3] to the case of optimization prob-
lems. Our results rely on the notion of pseudo-local property, that we introduced in [3], and on the
notion of modular optimization problem, developed in Sections 4.2 and 6.2. The key results of the
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present paper are Theorems 10, 11, 16 and 17, which demonstrate that dynamic programming is an
efficient algorithmic approach for addressing a wide class of optimization problems in fasciagraphs
and rotagraphs. Our results unify those of ([1], [4], [7], [9], [10], [12], [13], [14], [15] , [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21]) in the sense that all of the problems addressed in these papers clearly belong to the class
of optimization problems for which Theorems 10, 11, 16 and 17 apply.
Our theoretical framework enables one to know if a problem can be efficiently addressed by the use

of dynamic programming in fasciagraphs and rotagraphs. The algorithms we present being generic,
they are not dedicated to any problem in particular. When applied to a particular problem, these
algorithms can be adapted and optimized, at it was for instance done by Livingston and Stout for
the case of domination [15].

We already know from the above-mentioned papers that dynamic programming is an efficient
method in practice and not only in theory. It is even mentioned in [18] and [1] that, for the case of
domination, this approach reveals more powerful than branch-and-bound algorithms. In addition,
we will present in a forthcoming manuscript [2] how we implemented this dynamic programming
algorithm for the case of identifying codes, which in particular helped solving a conjecture on the
infinite grid of height 3 [8].
We wonder if one could use a similar approach using a logical framework (e.g. monadic second

order logic) to provide a wide family of problems for which the algorithms described in the present
paper are still efficient. It would also be of interest to compare the class of problems we cover with
our approach to the class of problems covered with a logical approach.
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